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“ She writes lyrically about the natural miracles of Alaska, about pain and loss, about the curing power of motherhood,
and about discovering her own identification years after the planet had discovered the wonder of her songs.this is a
book that lingers in your heart.” – In Hardly ever Broken she displays on what she survived, and how composing songs,
poetry, and prose has saved her life many times over. Along her street of self-discovery, understanding how to redirect
her fate, Jewel is becoming an iconic singer and songwriter.When Jewel’ Drawing comparisons to Joan Baez and Joni
Mitchell, a singer-songwriter of her kind hadn't emerged in years. At age fifteen, she transferred out and tasked herself
with a mission: to observe if she could don't be the type of statistic that her past indicated for her future. Behind a
strong-willed family life with an focus on music and artistic talent, however, there is also instability, abuse, and
trauma.s initial album, Pieces of You, topped the charts in 1995, her emotional voice and vulnerable efficiency were
groundbreaking. entertainment take action, working in hotels, honky-tonks, and biker pubs.Living upon a homestead in
Alaska, Jewel learned to yodel at age five, and became a member of her parents’ Now, with an increase of than thirty
million albums offered world-wide, Jewel tells the story of her life, and the lessons discovered from her experience and
her music. Immediately after, she was recognized to the prestigious Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan, and there
she started writing her very own songs as a way of expressing herself and documenting her journey to find pleasure.
Jewel was eighteen and homeless in San Diego when a radio DJ aired a bootleg version of 1 of her tracks and it was
requested in to the top-ten countdown, something unheard-of for an unsigned artist. By the time she was twenty-one,
her debut had gone multiplatinum. There is a lot more to Jewel’s tale, though, one complicated by family legacies, by
crippling fear and insecurity, and by the extraordinary circumstances in which she were able to flourish and discover
happiness in spite of these obstacles. Brown *The New York Situations bestseller*New York Instances bestselling poet
and multi-platinum singer-songwriter Jewel explores her unconventional upbringing and incredible life in an
inspirational memoir that addresses her childhood to fame, relationship, and motherhood. BrenéJewel is a truth-teller…
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Inspiring and Awe Worthy I grew up in the '90s and was kind of a lover of Jewel, and did love her poetry book. Later on
in existence, having a failed marriage and ups and downs in her profession she maintains an optimism and feeling of self
worth that many which have experienced similar problems may have given up (or worse) on existence itself.This book
helped me understand a few of her songs, which gave them a more profound meaning. How she came through this
upbringing with her humor intact is definitely unbelieveable.."Jewel's book has been inspiring, surprising, and highly
encouraging. Great book to learn! Very enjoyable book Great story. Developing up with an alcoholic father in an Alaska
homestead, first abandonment and later on betrayal by her mom, Leaving home at 15, and living out of her car at before
being "discovered" in a NORTH PARK dive coffee shop. I will read this over and over, a great trip with a
singer/songwriter/poet. I remember buying the Bits of You CD in the 90's and listening to it nonstop. Her tone of voice
is certainly amazing, and her writing is so personal and very honest. No spoilers. I also got the chance to discover her
perform live years back. It was simply her and her guitar. What a journey for a girl . Great story. knew she was a skilled
singer/somgwriter, but had under no circumstances purchased any of her tunes.. I admire so much their life-style. When
I came across this book and started reading it, I couldn't believe just how much she struggled and could overcome. She
generally stayed strong, true to herself, and never lost faith. I'll think about her and what in this reserve when dealing
with my own struggles. I thank her for being brave enough to put it all out there in order that others may study from her
experiences. She is a beautiful woman. Amazing book I bought this publication impulsively and wasn’t expecting very
much.. As a young(ish) mother, I especially related to her thoughts on motherhood by the end. An engaging, compelling
browse, if draws you in immediately and maintains you turning the webpages to find out what happens next. I'll want
that ride again. Kudos to Jewel Jewel has been on the edge of my radar for many years. I even discovered myself
highlighting and circling certain lines that stood out if you ask me.. I am so pleased to have examine this book.. Amazing
story I've read a whole lot of superstar memoirs, but this reserve is in a course by itself.I’ve always been a big lover of
Jewel’s music but haven't really been interested in celebrity memoirs, therefore i wasn’t sure I'd like it or even end it. I
couldn't recommend it more highly. This is the most life inspiring book I've ever read. I’m so happy I purchased it
because this is right now one of my favorite books I’ve read. I cannot say enough concerning this book. My husband and I
also love her family's present, Alaska: The Last Frontier... She shares her encounters to be bullied, being physically and
verbally abused and neglected as a child, and being encircled by perverts at a age, and also her positive experiences to
be treated for free by a physician, being divinely guarded throughout Mexico and while homeless, being secured by
bikers and Inuit, and certainly being given an enormous break.Talented on paper and so vulnerable and honest.
Fantastical adventures and actual hardships. Exciting people (superstar) appearances and some cool characters. Loved
Emotional, poetic, beautiful read. Five Stars Sad and happy tale.She's an angel, she's everybody, she's American dreams
and humble, salt of the planet earth and makes me look inside myself as she so purposefully does herself. Inspirational
story of self awareness and succeeding against significant challenges Inspirational memoir of Jewel's impoverished and
sometimes abusive childhood. So you may want a Kindle Fire or something such as access the deluxe content. The
inspirational area of the story has been self aware, focused and driven to go up above her problems. After reading this
publication, I have a whole new respect because of this artist. Never broken is an apt title. A refreshing memoir that
assists the reader too! A fast go through that you cannot put down. Jewel reveals even more in this book about herself
that no various other person would dare reveal about themselves.1st and foremost, I've always been a fan, but you don't
need to be to obtain a million other activities out of the book. Packaging and shipping were great too, free no rush may
be the way to go when you live near an Amazon fulfillment center. She spins her book into a self-help reference
throughout and specifically toward the end, showing how she overcame her previous and showing us how exactly we all
can as well! Not only is her life tale fascinating, but I experienced this publication was full of so very much insight and
suggestions that I will advantage from in my life. I knew of her tunes & She spoke to the group like we were simply
friends hanging out. I was astonished at Jewel's back tale and also her romantic relationship with her parents . Being a
big fan of it present "Alaska the Last Frontier" and knowing she actually is the child of Atz Kilcher piqued my curiosity in
this publication. I plan on buying copies for friends.. an incredible story! A courageously beautiful , raw, honest & For
example, "Goodbye Alice in Wonderland" meant a lot more once I knew the tale behind it. And I was so happy to learn

that her dad has been able to mend his fences and also his lifestyle. Such a talented, sensitive and loving soul Jewel is
becoming. Very well written - and it also inspired me to get some of her newer and older songs. **Healing** For those
who have a love for nature, a compassion for individual kind, and have ever battled with anxiety, Jewel's story and
suggestions will hit home. If you are already a enthusiast of Jewel, even better, on her behalf stories and her tracks will
resonate even more now.Note: The extra content in this Deluxe edition did not focus on my Android's Kindle app, nor on
my tablets. Her strength is an inspiration Must read! I truly treasured it. Such truth and amazing story telling! I feel like I
traveled just reading.I browse her first book and even if I had heard a story before, this go round has much more details.
She tells of her mental and physical misuse with candor and honesty. inspiring memoir. A beautiful story of love,
honesty, forgiveness, honesty, courage, healing and growth. Best book I've go through in quite a while Maybe this is a
first (most likely not), but I'm only half method through the book and I provide it 5 stars already. I was a enthusiast of
her music, but to understand what she went through.. wow!. Best book I've read in quite a while. Jewel has always been
in this manner. Same with "Love Utilized to Be.. still heading. Definitely recommended! Great story. That's all she
wants... She sang every type of music, including opera and yodeling. Just what a journey for a young girl blossoming into
a wonderfully challenging lady. I recommend this reserve and I’m really grateful that I purchased it. A must for anybody
who has ever experienced personal doubts and insecurities.
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